In this paper, we propose a transmit covariance optimization method to maximize the energy efficiency (EE) for a single-user distributed antenna system, where both the remote access units (RAUs) and the user are equipped with multiple antennas. Unlike previous related work, both the rate requirement and the RAU selection are taken into consideration. Here, the total circuit power consumption is related to the number of active RAUs. Given this setup, we first propose an optimal transmit covariance optimization method to solve the EE optimization problem under a fixed set of active RAUs. More specifically, we split this problem into three subproblems, namely, the rate maximization problem, the EE maximization problem without rate constraint, and the power minimization problem, and each subproblem can be efficiently solved. Then, a novel distance-based RAU selection method is proposed to determine the optimal set of active RAUs. Simulation results show that the performance of the proposed RAU selection is almost identical to the optimal exhaustive search method with significantly reduced computational complexity, and the performance of the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the existing EE optimization methods.
such as optical fiber links. Thus, the DAS has the great potential to improve the SE and the coverage, particularly for the cell-edge users. On the other hand, large-scale multiple input multiple output (MIMO) has attracted extensive interests due to its advantage of providing tremendous SE for wireless communications [2] . Placing a large number of antennas in different locations can also reduce the correlations of antennas [3] , thus improving the SE of the system.
The SE of the DAS has been extensively studied in the past few years [4] [5] [6] [7] . Specifically, [4] derived the downlink capacity of a DAS under two cases: unknown channel state information (CSI) and known CSI. In the considered DAS, both the RAUs and the users are equipped with only one antenna. For the case of known CSI, the authors provided one optimal solution for the transmit covariance matrices. However, the property of the optimal solution was not characterized. Then, in [5] , a relaxed problem was solved by replacing the original positive semidefinite constraint with a 2 × 2 matrix minor condition and showed that the optimal phases of the beam weights at the RAUs should be matched to the phases of the channel coefficients, and the amplitudes are determined by the power constraints. Similar method and result can be found in [6] for a DAS with multiple antennas at each RAU and one antenna for each user. The optimal beam direction for each RAU should be matched to its channel vector, and each RAU should use full power to transmit. In [8] , the precoding design to maximize the sum rate for a multiuser MIMO DAS was considered. A block diagonalization method was applied to eliminate the multiuser interference, and the system reduces to a multiple parallel single-user MIMO DAS. However, the rate requirement was not considered in the paper.
On the other hand, energy efficiency (EE) has attracted extensive interests [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] due to energy shortage and the greenhouse effect, and it will be one of the main concerns for the fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks [15] . The EE is defined as the ratio of the rate to the total power consumption, representing the number of bits that can be successfully transmitted with per Joule energy consumption. In general, the SE maximization solution for the DAS may not be the EE maximization solution of the DAS since the former always activates all RAUs and uses full power to transmit. Hence, there have been some literature studying the EE maximization problem for the DAS [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In [16] , a power allocation method for single-user DASs was designed. By solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the optimal solution can be obtained in closed form. The EE power allocation for the frequency-selective fading DAS was studied in [17] , where a numerical search method was proposed. In [18] the work in [16] was extended to a more general DAS, where 0018-9545 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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each RAU has multiple antennas by considering both beamforming and power allocation. It was shown that the optimal beam direction for the EE maximization should be matched to the channel vector as in [6] , and the optimal power allocation can be obtained in closed form by the same method in [16] . However, all of these studies do not consider the user's quality of service such as the rate requirements, and thus, the attained rate could be fairly low. In addition, the aforementioned papers focused on the DAS where the user is equipped with only one antenna. Due to the fast development in antenna technology [21] , multiple antennas may be packed in each user's terminal. In this case, the multiple-antenna RAUs can transmit multiple streams to the user to enhance the SE of the DAS. To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies studying the EE maximization problem for this more general single-user MIMO DAS [19] , [20] . In [19] , an approximate EE expression for this general scenario based on the assumption of the high-signalto-noise ratio approximation was obtained. Then, a more tight closed-form approximation of the EE-SE tradeoff over the Rayleigh fading channel was derived in [20] . However, the aforementioned studies studied the EE of the MIMO DAS from the performance analysis point of view and did not provide any insights on how to design the optimal transmit strategy. In the MIMO DAS, the beam directions and power allocations over the beams should be jointly optimized, and the beam directions cannot be obtained in the closed form as in the MISO case [18] . Some iterative methods should be developed to find the optimal beam direction. Another related body of work focuses on the EE optimization problem for MIMO CASs [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Many of the existing work applied some heuristic techniques to transform the original precoding matrix optimization problem into more tractable scalar optimization problems, such as the simple orthogonal spacetime block coding in [22] , the interference alignment technique in [23] , the zero-forcing decoding in [24] , the zero-forcing precoding in [25] , and the channel-matrix singular value decomposition method in [26] and [27] . Hence, the transformed problem only contains scalar variables, which can be easily obtained in closed form or by resorting to the fractional programming method [28] . However, these heuristic methods can only achieve suboptimal solutions since they have not considered the optimization over beam directions. On the other hand, there have been some work that derived the optimal structure of the precoding matrices [29] [30] [31] [32] . Given these optimal structures, the EE optimization problems reduce to the power-allocation problems, which can again be solved by the fractional programming method [28] . More specifically, [29] considered the EE optimization problem for the point-to-point MIMO system with both total power constraints and maximum eigenvalue constraints, where it was shown that the optimal precoding matrix has the same eigenvectors as the channel matrix, which simplifies the analysis. The EE optimization problem for relay-assisted MIMO systems was considered in [30] , in which the optimal beam directions in closed form was derived. In [31] , the robust precoding when only imperfect CSI is available at the transmitter was considered. It was shown that the optimal precoding matrix follows a channel-diagonalizing structure [33] under the total power constraint. In [32] , we considered EE optimization problem for the MIMO interference channel, which was formulated as a noncooperative game problem, where each link maximizes its own EE by regarding the multilink interference as a constant matrix, where water-filling-like solution was obtained. One of the main differences between the optimization problem of a DAS and that of a CAS lies in the fact that, in CAS, the sum power constraint is usually considered, whereas in the DAS, it makes more sense to consider the per-antenna or per-group-antenna power constraints. When these constraints are imposed, the optimal precoding matrix may not enjoy the special structures such as the channel-diagonalizing structure and needs to be investigated further.
In addition, RAU selection problems are not taken into account in the aforementioned papers. If we activate all RAUs, the transmit power consumption can be reduced due to the beamforming gain. However, the circuit power consumption of the RAUs will become significant. Hence, the system may suffer EE performance loss. On the other hand, if we activate less RAUs, more transmit power should be consumed to guarantee the user's rate requirement, although the circuit power consumption is reduced. Sometimes, fewer RAUs may not be able to support the rate requirement of the user. Hence, significant power savings can be achieved by shutting off some unnecessary RAUs with light load, while guaranteeing the user's rate requirement. Thus, we should jointly optimize the EE transmission and the RAU selection to additionally improve the EE of the DAS.
In [34] , a norm-based antenna selection scheme for the CAS was proposed, which can be extended to the RAU selection for the DAS. However, the computation of channel norms incurs additional computational complexity. Based on the unique characteristics of the DAS compared with the CAS, there may exist RAU selection schemes for the DAS with lower computational complexity than the norm-based antenna selection scheme in [34] .
A. Main Contributions
In this paper, we study the EE maximization problem for the single-user downlink MIMO DAS, where both the RAUs and the user are equipped with multiple antennas. Both the rate requirement and per-RAU power constraints are taken into consideration, as well as RAU selection. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) Under given active RAUs, a low-complexity algorithm
is proposed to solve the EE maximization problem by dividing it into three subproblems, namely, the rate maximization problem, the EE maximization problem without rate constraint, and the power minimization problem. For the rate maximization problem, the conventional waterfilling-like method is not applicable due to the per-RAU power constraints. In this paper, we devise an efficient algorithm by resorting to the dual-decomposition-based method, and the closed-form expression of the transmit covariance matrix can be derived. If the obtained maximum rate satisfies the rate requirement, we then attempt to solve the EE maximization problem without rate constraint, which can be easily solved by fractional programming. If the obtained solution satisfies the rate requirement, it is the optimal solution of the optimization problem given the set of active RAUs. Otherwise, we need to solve the power minimization problem with the rate constraint, which can be effectively solved by the bisection search method. In addition, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is analyzed, and we show that the proposed algorithm yields a much lower complexity than the interior point method. 2) Unlike the channel-norm-based antenna selection method in CAS, a novel distance-based RAU selection procedure is proposed to determine the optimal set of active RAUs, which only needs to compare the distances among the RAUs without calculating the channel norm that incurs a higher computational complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed distance-based RAU selection and transmit covariance optimization scheme yields almost the same EE performance as the exhaustive RAU selection and significantly outperforms the existing EE optimization method.
B. Organization of This Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model and problem formulation. Section III develops the optimal transmit covariance optimization method to deal with the EE maximization problem under a given set of active RAUs. Section IV presents the novel lowcomplexity distance-based RAU selection method. Simulation results are given in Section V to evaluate the performance of the proposed RAU selection method. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a downlink single-cell DAS with I RAUs and one user, where RAU i is equipped with M i antennas, and the user is equipped with N antennas i = 1, 2, . . . , I, as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that all the RAUs are connected to the CPU through the high-speed fiber-optic cable. Moreover, it is assumed that all the RAUs are fully controlled by the CPU.
Denote S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , I} as the set of the selected RAUs to transmit signals to the user with the number of RAUs A |S|. The subset S is given as S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s A }, whose elements represent the RAU indices and are arranged in increasing order, i.e., s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s A . When the selected active RAU set is S, the downlink transmission can be modeled as a singleuser MIMO with M A transmitting antennas and N receiving antennas, where M A = A i=1 M s i denotes the total number of active antennas.
Let H s i ∈ C N ×M s i , s i ∈ S be the channel matrix from RAU s i to the user and H S = [H s 1 , H s 2 , . . . , H s A ] ∈ C N ×M A be the overall channel matrix from the selected RAUs in S to the user. Hence, the received signal at the user from all RAUs is given by
where x S ∈ C M A ×1 and y S ∈ C N ×1 denote the transmit and receive signals for the user, respectively; and z ∈ C N ×1 denotes the receiver noise at the user. For simplicity, we assume that z ∼ CN (0, I). It is also assumed that the CPU can acquire perfect CSI, and the channels are in block fading and change sufficiently slowly such that they can be treated as fixed during the considered transmission period. Denote Q S = E{x S x H S } as the transmit covariance matrix for the user, with Q S ∈ C M A ×M A and Q S 0. Then, the SE (b/s/Hz) for the user is [35] 
To impose the per-RAU power constraint, we introduce a set of matrices, i.e., B i , i = 1, . . . , A, as follows:
Then, the per-RAU power constraint can be expressed as
where P s i denotes the transmit power constraint for RAU s i . To consider the EE design, the total power consumption should be considered: the power for reliable data transmission and the circuit power consumption, which is the power consumed by mixers, filters, and digital-to-analog converters, digital signal processing, RF chains, etc. Hence, the total power consumption can be modeled as [36] 
where p c denotes the RF chain power consumption corresponding to one antenna, and p 0 is the static power consumption for each RAU. For simplicity, define P C,S M A p c + Ap 0 . The EE (bits/Joule) is defined as the ratio of the number of bits to the total power consumption. Our objective is to find a selected active RAU set S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , I} and optimize the corresponding transmit covariance matrix Q S to maximize the EE of the DAS, subject to both the per-RAU power constraint and the rate requirements. Formally, this problem can be formulated as
where W is the channel bandwidth, and R min denotes the minimum rate requirement. For Problem (P0), it is difficult to jointly optimize the selected RAU set S and the transmit covariance matrix Q S since both the channel matrices and the total power consumption depend on S. Fortunately, given S, the numerator and the denominator of the objective function in (6) are concave and affine, respectively; and both of them are differentiable. Hence, the objective function in (6) is pseudoconcave. Moreover, the feasible set in Problem (P0) is convex. Thus, the optimization Problem (P0) under given S is a fractional program [28] , which can be efficiently solved by the theory of fractional programming [37] . In the following, we first optimize the transmit covariance matrix under given S and then provide several techniques to determine S, respectively.
III. OPTIMAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY PRECODING FOR A GIVEN REMOTE ACCESS UNIT SET
Here, we optimize the transmit covariance matrix to maximize EE under given S. This problem can be solved by using the Dinkelbach method [38] , which transforms the original fractional-form problem into a series of subtract-form subproblems. Each subproblem is a convex problem and can be efficiently solved by standard convex optimization methods such as the interior point method [39] , which has a polynomial complexity. However, it is of interest to develop efficient methods that additionally reduce the computational complexity, which will be the aim of this section. For notational simplicity, we omit S in the subscript here. Define W as
Then, by discarding the constant W , we can rewrite the problem as follows:
whereR min = R min /W . Before solving this problem, we introduce three auxiliary subproblems, i.e.,
Due to the rate constraint, the problem in (8) may be infeasible, as shown in [40] . Hence, we need to check the feasibility of the problem in (8) , which can be accomplished by checking whether the maximum SE under all the RAUs' power constraints can satisfy the rate requirement. The rate maximization problem under all the RAUs' power constraints is given in Problem (P1). If the optimal solution to Problem (P1), which is denoted by Q * (P 1) , can satisfy the rate constraint, this problem is feasible. Otherwise, it is infeasible. When this problem is feasible, we continue to solve the EE optimization problem without the rate constraint, which is given in Problem (P2). Denote the optimal solution to Problem (P2) by Q * (P 2) . If log 2 |I + HQ * (P 2) H H | ≥R min holds, Q * (P2) is the optimal solution to the problem in (8) since Problem (P2) is a relaxed version of the problem in (8) . Otherwise, the rate constraint is met with equality at the optimum. Hence, the problem in (8) reduces to the power minimization problem given in Problem (P3). Denote the optimal solution to Problem (P3) as Q * P 3) , which is the optimal solution to the problem in (8) .
In summary, the algorithm to solve the problem in (8) is given in Algorithm 1. The remaining task is to solve Problems (P1)-(P3), respectively. The details of solving these subproblems are given in the following. Algorithm 1 Solving EE optimization problem under fixed S 1. Solve Problem (P1) to obtain the optimal solution Q * (P 1) . If log 2 |I + HQ * (P 1) H H | ≥R min , go to Step 2; Otherwise, declare that the problem is infeasible and terminate. 2. Solve Problem (P2) to obtain the optimal solution Q * (P 2) . If log 2 |I + HQ * (P 2) H H | ≥R min , the optimal solution to the problem in (8) is Q * (P 2) , terminate; Otherwise, go to Step 3. 3. Solve Problem (P3) to obtain the optimal solution Q * (P 3) , which is the optimal solution to the problem in (8) .
A. Algorithm to Solve Problem (P1)
When the user is equipped with only one antenna, the sumrate maximization problem (P1) has been solved recently in [6] , in which the optimal beamforming is obtained by solving a relaxed problem by replacing the positive semidefinite constraint with a 2 × 2 matrix minor condition. In [6] , it is shown that the optimal solution takes a form of maximum ratio transmission per each RAU with full power. However, the method in [6] is not applicable for the MIMO case considered here, and a new method needs to be developed.
Obviously, Problem (P1) is a convex problem and thus can be solved using standard convex optimization techniques, e.g., the interior point method. However, our interest is to design an algorithm for solving Problem (P1) via its dual problem due to the zero gap between Problem (P1) and its dual problem. Note that this method has been extensively used to develop efficient beam vectors and precoding matrices [8] , [40] , [41] [42] [43] .
We first derive the Lagrangian function of (P1) with respect to all the RAUs' power constraints, which is given by (12) where {λ i ≥ 0 ∀ i} are the corresponding Lagrangian dual variables. Therefore, the dual function is
Then, the dual problem is given by
To solve its dual problem in (14), we should solve the problem in (13) with fixed {λ i } and then update the Lagrangian dual variables {λ i } by solving the dual problem in (14) . Iterate the previous two steps until convergence. 1) Solving the Dual Function of (13): For given {λ i , ∀ i}, solving the dual function is the same as solving the following optimization problem:
We then have the following lemma. Lemma 1: For the problem in (15) to have a bounded objective value, matrix B should be positive definite.
Proof: Obviously, B 0. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose that B is not a full-rank matrix. We can always find a vector q ∈ C M A ×1 such that Bq = 0 and Hq = 0 due to the independent generations of channel elements. Suppose the solution is Q = pqq H ∀ p ≥ 0. Substituting this solution into the objective function of Problem (15) yields
Since q H H H Hq > 0, the objective value is unbounded as p grows to infinity. Therefore, we conclude that the assumption that B is not a full-rank matrix is not correct. Thus, B 0 holds.
According to Lemma 1, B can be written
To solve this problem, we first write the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of B −1/2 H H HB −1/2 as
where U is a semiunitary matrix of the eigenvectors with
and D is a diagonal matrix, with D = diag{d 1 , . . . , d r } being the eigenvalues.
Then, the solution to the problem in (16) is given bỹ
where Λ = diag{q 1 , . . . , q r } represents the power allocation on all subchannels with
where [x] + = max{0, x}. Hence, the optimal Q is given by
2) Solving the Dual Problem (14) : To solve the dual problem (14) , we utilize the subgradient method, which is a simple method to deal with the nondifferentiable objective function [44] . The subgradient is required by the subgradient method at each iteration. According to [44] , the subgradient of g(·) at λ (k) = [λ 1 , . . . , λ i ] in the kth iteration is given by [44] 
Then, the Lagrangian dual variables can be updated as
where u (k) is the step in the kth iteration. The subgradient method is guaranteed to converge if u (k) satisfies lim k→∞ u k = 0 and ∞ k=1 u k = ∞ [45] . In summary, the algorithm to solve Problem (P1) is given in Algorithm 2.
Remark 1: For the special case of N = 1, the channel matrix H reduces to a vector h, and the semiunitary matrix U in (17) reduces to a vector
In addition, diagonal matrix D reduces to a scalar q, and only one subchannel is used to transmit information, that is, power allocation matrix Λ reduces to a scalar q. Hence, according to (21) , the optimal transmit covariance matrix is given by
Since B is a diagonal matrix, the optimal transmission strategy should be the maximum ratio transmission, which is consistent with the analysis in [6] . Here, we have extended the result in [6] to the more general case with multiple antennas at the receiver. Since the numerator and the denominator in the objective function of Problem (P2) are concave and affine in Q, respectively, the objective function is a pseudoconcave function [30] . In addition, the available power region is a convex set. Hence, Problem (P2) can be efficiently solved by using the following lemma, the proof of which can be found in [38] .
For a fixed η, the solution to the problem in (26) is denoted by Q * (η). Then, solving Problem (P2) is equivalent to finding the root of the equation η * , which satisfies
Lemma 2 gives us insights to solve Problem (P2). We should first solve the problem in (26) for a fixed η and then utilize the Dinkelbach method [38] to update η. For a fixed η, the solution to the problem in (26) can be obtained by the same method as the one used to solve Problem (P1), except that B is replaced byB = ηI + A i=1 λ i B i . After solving the problem in (26), we utilize the Dinkelbach method [38] to update η as follows:
where n is the iteration index. Based on the preceding analysis, we provide Algorithm 3 to solve Problem (P2).
Algorithm 3 Dinkelbach method to solve Problem (P2)
Initialize: η (0) satisfying G(η (0) ) ≥ 0, iteration number n = 0; Repeat 1. Compute the optimal solution Q * (η (n) ) with fixed η (n) by using Algorithm 2, except that B is replaced byB = ηI
Update η (n+1) according to (28) , and set n ← n + 1;
Until convergence
If the optimal solution to Problem (P2) does not satisfy the rate requirement, save the obtained η * from Algorithm 3, which will be used to solve Problem (P3), as shown in the following.
C. Algorithm to Solve Problem (P3)
Problem (P3) is nonconvex due to the rate equality constraint. However, it is straightforward to see that the solution is equal to the following convex problem:
Thus, it can be solved by the Lagrangian dual method. The dual function is given by
Then, the dual problem is
Now, we solve the problem in (30) for a given λ. If λ = 0, the optimal Q should be the zero matrix. In this case, the rate becomes zero, which cannot be the optimal dual variable. Hence, λ should be positive. Denoting μ = 1/λ > 0, the problem in (30) can be equivalently expressed as
Note that, for a fixed μ, the problem in (32) is the same as the problem in (26) and, thus, can be solved by the same method as the one used to solve Problem (P1). Denote the optimal solution of the problem in (32) as Q * (μ). According to the complementary slackness condition [39] , we should find the optimal μ * such that log 2 |I + HQ * (μ * )H H | =R min . In the following lemma, we show that the optimal μ * should be smaller than the η * obtained in Algorithm 3.
Lemma 3:
The optimal μ * that leads to log 2 |I + HQ * (μ * ) H H | =R min is smaller than the η * obtained in Algorithm 3.
Proof: See Appendix A. Based on Lemma 3, we can use the bisection search method to find the optimal μ * with the upper bound given by η * .
D. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Method
We provide the complexity analysis for the proposed method to solve the EE optimization problem (8) for a fixed S. Since this problem is divided into three subproblems, we should provide the complexity for each of these subproblems. We assume that M A ≥ N .
For Algorithm 2 to solve Problem (P1), the main complexity lies in step 1, where the EVD operation in (17) is performed. According to [39] , this operation incurs the complexity of 2M 2 A N + 2N 3 /3 flops. Hence, the total computational complexity of Algorithm 2 involves
flops, where T alg2 is the average number of iterations required to converge. The simulation results show that Algorithm 2 converges within tens of iterations with the proper choice of the step size.
For Problem (P2), the Dinkelbach method is used, in which the problem in (26) is solved in each iteration that has a similar complexity as that of the Problem (P1). Hence, the total complexity of Algorithm 3 involves
flops, where T alg3 is the number of iterations required for Algorithm 3 to converge. Since Algorithm 3 is a Dinkelbach algorithm, it has a superlinear convergence rate [28] . The simulation results in Section V confirm this in that only a few number of iterations are needed for Algorithm 3 to converge. As for Problem (P3), the bisection search method is employed, which involves solving the problem in (32) in each iteration that has a similar complexity as that for (P1). Thus, the total complexity to solve (P3) involves
flops, where T bis denotes the average number of iterations for the bisection search method to converge. According to Lemma 3, the upper bound of μ * is η * . Hence, the maximum value of T bis is given by log 2 (η * /ε), where ε is the accuracy of the bisection search method. Simulation results show that T bis is around 5. Hence, the total complexity of the proposed algorithms to solve the problem in (8) involves at most N total, Proposed algs = N alg2 + N alg3 + N bis
flops. Hence, the total complexity of our proposed algorithm is at most on the order of O(M 3 A ), assuming N M A , which is, in general, the case of interest. For the sake of comparison, we also report the detailed analysis for the complexity of the interior point algorithm in Appendix B. It is shown in (B.8) in Appendix B that the total complexity of the interior point algorithm is at least on the order of O(M 6 A ), which is higher than that of our proposed algorithm.
IV. ACTIVE REMOTE ACCESS UNIT SELECTION
Here, we study the active RAU selection scheme. Obviously, the optimal RAU selection can be obtained by exhaustive search. Specifically, we compute the EE for all possible RAU selection sets S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , I} based on the algorithms developed in Section III. Then, we select the best RAU set, which has the best EE performance. 1 However, the complexity of exhaustive search is too high to implement in practice. Hence, a more efficient RAU selection scheme is required.
In [34] , a norm-based antenna selection scheme for the CAS was proposed. It can be extended to the RAU selection here. In particular, we need to calculate the norms of the channel matrices from all RAUs to the user and sort them in decreasing order. Then, the RAU is added in the active RAU set one after another based on the sorted order.
However, in the DAS, the distances from the user to the RAUs are different, and the channel norm is mainly determined by the distance. Based on these facts, we only need to obtain the distance information 2 and sort them in increasing order instead of calculating the channel norms. This method can reduce the computational complexity. It will be shown in Section V that the EE performance of these two selection schemes are almost the same. Denoting the distance from the ith RAU to the user as d i , the distance-based RAU selection scheme is given in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Distance-Based RAU Selection Scheme
Initialize: Set EE opt = 0, feasibility mark flag = 0, the optimal RAU set S opt = ∅, the number of active RAUs A = 1. Sort the distances d i in increasing order, i.e., d π(1) ≤ · · · ≤ d π(I) , where π(i) represents the index of the user that has the ith smallest distance.
1) Set S a = {π(1), . . . , π(A)} and the channel matrix from the selected RAUs as H S a = [H π (1) , H π(2) , . . . , H π(A) ]. 2) Solve the EE optimization problem in (8) Note that, in step 2) of Algorithm 4, one should solve the EE optimization problem in (8) by using Algorithm 1 based on the active RAU set S a , which means that Algorithm 4 depends on the results from Algorithm 1. Hence, Algorithm 4 jointly performs precoding design and RAU selection. Compared with the antenna selection algorithm in [34] , our proposed algorithm does not need to solve the EE optimization problem I times. It will be terminated as long as the current achieved EE is smaller than the previous highest EE, as shown in step 3) of Algorithm 4. This can significantly reduce the search complexity, particularly when the number of RAUs is large. This is also reasonable, because if adding one more RAUs in the selection RAU set decreases the EE, the remaining RAUs will also degrade the EE since their distances are much larger and the corresponding channel gains are much smaller. The simulation results will demonstrate this statement. We compare the complexity of our proposed algorithm with the exhaustive search. In the exhaustive search, the number of the sets of RAU candidates S is given as 2 I − 1, and thus, the problem in (8) should be solved 2 I − 1 times, which increases exponentially with the RAU number I. On the other hand, for our proposed RAU selection algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 4, we solve the problem in (8) at most I times. For example, for I = 20, 1 048 575 RAU selection sets are required for the exhaustive search, whereas at most 20 candidates are required in our proposed selection scheme, which account for only 0.19‰ of the complexity of the exhaustive search.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
Here, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RAU selection and transmit covariance optimization scheme, i.e., Algorithm 4, through simulations. We assume that the user is uniformly distributed in the circular cell centered at (0, 0) with radius R. According to [47] and [48] , if the number of RAUs I is smaller than 6, the location of the jth RAU is (r cos(2π(j − 1)/I), r sin(2π(j − 1)/I)) for j = 1, . . . , I, where r = 2R sin(π/I)/(3π/I). Otherwise, the first RAU is located at the cell center (0, 0), and the other I − 1 RAUs are located at (r cos(2π(j − 2)/(I −1)), r sin(2π(j − 2)/(I − 1))), with j = 2, . . . , I. The channel model consists of large-scale path loss [49] , shadow fading, and independent Rayleigh fading. More specifically, the shadow fading follows the lognormal distribution with the standard deviation δ sh = 8 dB. For simplicity, we assume that each RAU has the same number of antennas M j = M , j = 1, . . . , I, and the same power constraints P j = P max , j = 1, . . . , I. Unless otherwise specified, the other main system parameters are given in Table I . The following results are obtained by averaging over 500 independent channel generations.
A. Convergence Behavior of the Proposed Algorithms
We first study the convergence behaviors of the proposed algorithms: Algorithm 2 to solve Problem (P1), Algorithm 3 to solve Problem (P2), and the bisection method to solve Problem (P3). Since we only consider the convergence behaviors for these algorithms, we do not consider RAU selection here, and all RAUs are turned on. Fig. 2 illustrates the maximum rate achieved by Algorithm 2 versus the number of iterations under three different configurations: the DAS network with I = 2, I = 6, and I = 10. The step is set as u (k) = 1/(30k), where k is the iteration index. It is shown in Fig. 2 that the maximum rate monotonically increases during the iterative procedure of Algorithm 2 and converges rapidly (within 50 iterations for all considered configurations). On the other hand, in Fig. 2 , it is shown that the maximum rate performance is significantly affected by the number of the antennas: a larger I corresponds to a higher rate. Fig. 3 shows the convergence behavior of Algorithm 3 for different numbers of antennas with I = 2, I = 6, and I = 10. It is shown in this figure that several iterations are enough for Algorithm 3 to converge. In addition, a larger I does not guarantee a higher EE due to more circuit power consumption. For example, the EE corresponding to I = 6 is higher than the EE for the other two scenarios (I = 4 and I = 10). Hence, to achieve the highest EE, it is necessary to choose the appropriate set of active RAUs. The convergence behavior of the bisection method to solve Problem (P3) is given in Fig. 4 . Denote R max and R frac as the maximum rates achieved by solving Problem (P1) and Problem (P2), respectively. In Problem (P3), the rate constraint is set as R min = (R max + R frac )/2. It is shown in Fig. 4 that the achievable rate converges rapidly (within ten iterations for all considered configurations).
B. Performance Comparison
Here, we compare our proposed RAU selection and transmit covariance optimization algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 4, with the following algorithms: exhaustive search, which examines all possible RAU selection sets (labeled as "Exhaustive search"); norm-based RAU selection algorithm (labeled as "Prop normbased alg."), which is the same as Algorithm 4, except that we sort the channel norms in decreasing order; EE maximization without RAU selection and all available RAUs are active (labeled as "EE without RAU sel."); and SE maximization activating all available RAUs (labeled as "SE maximization"). We also show the performance of the EE maximization proposed in [34] for the CAS where all antennas are placed at the center of the cell. For a fair comparison, we assume that the maximum transmit power for CAS is set to be IP max and the base station is equipped with IM antennas. Moreover, the total circuit power consumption of the CAS is defined as Ip c + IM p 0 .
The effects of the rate constraint on the EE of the DAS are studied in Fig. 5 ; the corresponding rate and the number of active RAUs are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. The total number of RAUs is set as I = 4. As expected, the EE achieved by all algorithms decreases with the rate constraint. The reason is that more RAUs need to be active to ensure that the rate requirement can be satisfied, which incurs more circuit power consumption. Note that both the exhaustive search method and the channel-norm-based search method provide marginal gains over our proposed RAU selection method, but our proposed algorithm yields the least computational complexity. In addition, we observe that our proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the other schemes in terms of EE, particularly in the low-rate-constraint regime. The superiority of the proposed algorithm over "EE without RAU sel." comes from the RAU selection procedure. It means that turning off some RAUs can save significant amount of circuit power consumption when the rate requirement is satisfied and, thus, improves the EE of the DAS. It is interesting to find that the EE performance of the DAS is much higher than that of the CAS. This observation is meaningful: to achieve the best EE performance, RAUs should be placed in a distributed manner rather than in a centralized manner. Moreover, the rate maximization algorithm has the worst EE performance since it aims at improving the throughput of the DAS, implying that all RAUs should be activated and that each RAU uses full power to transmit.
As expected, Fig. 6 shows that the rates achieved by all methods increase with the rate constraint and finally keep constant at 504 Mb/s. In this case, all RAUs should be active, and full transmit power is used. When the rate constraint is beyond 504 Mb/s, the original problem is infeasible, which can be checked by the first step of Algorithm 1. It is shown in Fig. 7 that the number of active RAUs for different RAU selection methods is almost the same and increases with the rate constraint, which is consist with the analysis for Fig. 5 . Fig. 8 studies the effect of the number of RAUs on the EE performance of different methods under two cases: R min = 0 Mb/s and R min = 800 Mb/s. The corresponding rate and number of active RAUs are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Similar to the observations in Fig. 5 , the EE performance of the proposed RAU selection is almost the same as the exhaustive search and channel-norm-based methods and significantly outperforms the other schemes for both cases. For the case of R min = 0 Mb/s, it can be observed from Fig. 8(a) that the EE achieved by the proposed RAU selection method increases with the number of RAUs. The reason is that, as the number of RAUs increases, the average access distance of the user to the RAUs reduces, and thus, the EE of the DAS improves. On the other hand, the EE of the CAS almost stays fixed for all considered numbers of RAUs. This again confirms the fact that, to have Fig. 10 that, when no rate constraint is incorporated, the number of active RAUs is always equal to 1. Note that a similar property has been also observed in [16] for the singleantenna case.
For the case of R min = 800 Mb/s, from Fig. 8(b) , we find that the EE of the CAS, i.e., the EE achieved by "CAS with EE max," decreases dramatically with the number of RAUs. This is due to the fact that more RAUs should be active to support the rate requirement. On the other hand, the EE achieved by our proposed RAU selection method only decreases at I = 6. Then, with the increase of RAUs, the benefits from the RAU selection diversity dominate the negative effects of the increasing circuit power consumption. It is also shown in Fig. 9 that the rate achieved by our algorithm is comparable with those achieved by the EE optimization without RAU selection and the rate maximization method. However, it has much better EE performance, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . In addition, Fig. 10(b) shows that the number of active RAUs increases with the number of RAUs, since more RAU should be active for the high rate requirement at R min = 800 Mb/s.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the transmit covariance optimization for the EE maximization problem in a multipleantenna DAS, where both the per-RAU power constraints and the user's rate requirement are incorporated. Given a fixed set of active RAUs, we obtain the optimal transmit covariance matrix by splitting the EE optimization problem into three subproblems, each of which has been solved with low complexity. Then, we develop a novel distance-based RAU selection method to additionally improve the EE of the DAS with much reduced complexity. Simulation results show that our proposed RAU selection performs as well as the optimal exhaustive RAU search method and significantly outperforms the EE optimization method without RAU selection and the antenna selection method in the CAS.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Before proving the lemma, we first study the property of the following function:
where x > 0. Denote the optimal solution for a given x by Q • (x) and the corresponding achievable rate by R(x) = log 2 |I+ HQ • (x)H H |. Property 1: As x → +∞, R(x) will approach the maximum achievable rate R max = log 2 |I + HQ * (P 1) H H | achieved by solving the rate maximization problem (P1).
Proof: Given x, function EE(x) can be obtained by using the Dinkelbach method, as shown in Algorithm 3. At any iteration n, η (n+1) is updated according to (28) , which will approach zero since the numerator is upper bounded by R max and the denominator approaches infinity. Then, at iteration n + 1, the optimal transmit covariance matrix Q is obtained by solving the problem in (26) , where η = η (n+1) approaches zero. Hence, the optimal solution to the problem in (26) is almost equal to the solution of the rate maximization Problem (P1), which completes the proof.
Property 2 [32] : Function EE(x) is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of x, whereas its corresponding achievable rate R(x) is a continuous and strictly increasing function of x.
Based on the aforementioned properties, we start to prove the lemma. From (28) , we see that EE(P C ) = η * . According to Algorithm 1, we are solving Problem (P3) because the achievable rate R(P C ) is less thanR min , i.e., R(P C ) <R min . Moreover, since Problem (8) is feasible according to Algorithm 1, we have R(P C ) <R min < R max . Then, by using Properties 1 and 2, there must exist some x = x for which the achievable rate is equal toR min , i.e., R(x ) =R min . In addition, x > P C means that η * = EE(P C ) > EE(x ) according to the strictly decreasing nature of EE(x) specified in Property 2.
According to Lemma 2, Q • (x ) is the optimal solution to the problem in (26) with η = EE(x ). By comparing the problem in (32) with the problem in (26) and recalling that R(x ) =R min , we can conclude that Q • (x) is also the optimal solution to the problem in (32), i.e., Q * (μ * ) = Q • (x), and μ * = EE(x ). Hence, we have η * > μ * .
APPENDIX B COMPLEXITY OF THE INTERIOR POINT ALGORITHM
Here, we analyze the complexity of the interior point algorithm to solve the EE optimization problem (8) for a fixed S. One particular interior point algorithm, which is called the barrier method [39] , is considered as it has a mature convergence and complexity analysis.
Since the barrier method requires an initial feasible point and Problem (8) may be infeasible due to the conflicting constraints (i.e., the power constraints and the rate requirement), we should first apply the barrier method to solve Problem (P1) to check whether Problem (8) is feasible or not. This phase is referred to as Phase I.
We first consider the total number of outer iterations that are required. According to [39, p. 569] , the barrier method consists of two steps: the inner iterative procedure to update the transmit covariance matrix Q and the outer iterative procedure to update the parameter t. According to [39, p. 596 ], Problem (P1) is a problem with a generalized inequality, i.e., the transmit covariance matrix Q should be positive semidefinite. Thus, the number of outer iterations required to compute a central point with duality gap ε starting at Q(t (0) ) is given as [39, p. 601] T outer,PhaseI = log θ Phs_I / t (0) ε log μ (B.1)
where μ is a parameter in the barrier method that acts as a tradeoff in the number of inner and outer iterations required [39, pp. 569-570], t (0) is the initial value of the barrier method, ε is the error tolerance, andθ Phs_I is the sum of degrees of the cones in the constraints. According to [39, Example 11.7, p. 598], the degree of positive semidefinite cone in Problem (P1) is given by M A . Combining with the other A scalar per-RAU power constraints each with one degree,θ Phs_I is given bȳ
The parameter μ has a wide range, i.e., from around 3 to 100 or so [39, p. 570 ]. Now, we consider the number of inner iterations that are required. In each outer iteration, Newton's method is applied to update the transmit covariance matrix when given parameter t. The objective function of Problem (P1) is the rate expression, which is in the log-determinant form. According to [39, Ex. 9.5, p. 499], the log-determinant function is self-concordant. 1 Hence, according to [39, p. with α and β being the parameters in the backtracking line search method [39, p. 464 ]. In general, the parameter α is chosen between 0.01 and 0.3, whereas the parameter β ranges from 0.1 to 0.8 [39, p. 466] . When α = 0.1, β = 0.5, and μ = 50, N inner is approximately equal to N inner ≈ 2832θ + 6, which is very large. Next, we analyze the complexity in each iteration of Newton's method. The main complexity of Newton's method lies in the calculation of the Newton step [39, p. 487 When Problem (8) is checked to be feasible by Phase I, we should solve Problem (8) by using the barrier method. This phase is referred to as Phase II. However, the barrier method cannot be directly applied to solve Problem (8) since the objective function Problem (8) is not concave. Similarly to Algorithm 3, we adopt the Dinkelbach algorithm to solve Problem (8) . In each iteration of the Dinkelbach algorithm, we should solve Problem (26) with one additional rate constraint, which is a convex optimization problem that can be solved by the barrier method. By using similar complexity analysis as in Phase I, Phase II requires N Phase II = T Dink T outer,Phase II T inner,Phase II M 6 A (B.7) flops, where T Dink denotes the number of iterations for the Dinkelbach algorithm to converge; and T outer,Phase II and T inner,Phase II are the same as T outer,Phase I and T outer,Phase I , respectively, except thatθ Phs_I is replaced byθ Phs_II = M A + A + 1 due to the additional scalar rate constraint.
In summary, the total complexity of the barrier method to solve the problem in (8) is given as follows: 
